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With the development of society and promotion of scientific research level, the 
important index of universities comprehensive strength is not only the level of 
teaching, but also the college scientific research activities and the level of scientific 
research. The college competition makes the number of college scientific research 
work larger, and the scale of scientific research and statistics expand. What's more, 
Old and traditional OA software and single management system of C/S model, this 
kind of scientific research management method can’t meet requirement of present 
college scientific research. In this situation, deal with information fast and efficiently 
and reconstruct college scientific research management system by using computer, 
communication and network technology synthetically. Meanwhile, supply the 
valuable advice when college top leadership makes decision by strengthening the 
everyday college scientific research management work and integrating the college 
scientific research management business process. Promoting the level of college 
scientific research is the task which every college must achieve.  
This dissertation simply introduce the background of college scientific research 
management work, analyses the business process of college scientific research 
management work and supply the question of work process, and explain the urgency 
of ending artificial management of scientific research work and developing scientific 
research management system. Meanwhile, the dissertation elaborates the development 
method, tool and technology which is during development process. What's more, it 
introduces the key technology of software development and the related theory. For 
example, SSH framework, Java language, Ajax technology, SQL Server database, 
UML and waterfall model. 
The users of college scientific research management system are mainly system 
manager, teacher, college audit staff, university audit staff and scientific research 
manager. Different user has different authority, but everyone can query, apply and 
modify the scientific research information by network. The system is divided into 
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management module, project information management module, scientific research 
funds management module , scientific research management module, academic 
information management module, scientific research  examination management 
module and so on. Different models can implement the scientific research 
management by teamwork. The dissertation uses the thought of object-orient, analyses 
the scientific research system by UML, describe the structure of system from the 
requirement model and static structure model of system. The system uses B/S 
development model, and makes the system safe by authentication mechanism and the 
relevant safety design. What's more, we use Java language and SQL Server 2008 
database to implement system and use testing method named black box to test every 
function model during the stage of system testing. The result of testing indicates that 
the system meets the actual demand of college scientific research work. The college 
staff can supervise the whole process of every scientific research project, make the 
college research departments allocate the resource rationally, promote the college 
scientific research ability and level by this system. 
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求分析、总体设计提供辅助支持，采用 Ration Rose 或者 Visio 得到系统用例图、
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